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Lung disease is a frequent clinical manifestation in people living with primary immunodeficiency diseases,
the most prevalent of which are common variable immunodeficiency disorders (CVID). CVID is primarily
characterised by antibody deficiency, but recent definitions and diagnostic criteria recognise a much more
complex pattern of immunological defects [1]. CVID can be classified into two major clinical phenotypes.
One group experiences infection as the only major clinical manifestation, whilst the other present a variety
of lymphoproliferative, inflammatory and/or autoimmune complications. The most frequent consequences
in the lung of CVID are acute infections, and secondary airway complications of infection, such as
bronchiectasis. However, up to 15% of patients with CVID develop an interstitial lung disease [2, 3].
Infections and bronchiectasis are primarily driven by antibody deficiency, but CVID associated interstitial
lung disease (CVID-ILD) is best considered part of a systemic immune dysregulatory process [4] such that
people with CVID-ILD often have splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy and autoimmune cytopenias [5–7].
With an EU population of 747 million, we estimate there are up to 30000 people living with CVID in
Europe, and thus 4500 with CVID-ILD. Whilst people with “infection only” CVID can now expect a near
normal life expectancy [8], those with systemic immune dysregulation including CVID-ILD often have a
much more complicated course. CVID-ILD increases morbidity and mortality in CVID [9], although the
outcome is now recognised to be more variable than originally reported [10].
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